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The name iSOAN stands for “Interactive Sound Analyzer On Network”. It is SysNova's first 
generation sound detection system and it can be used to detect and report gunshots to a central 
station. 

In addition it is also a complete area of rescue system and a mass notification system since each unit
has a speaker, a microphone and in the case of an area of rescue system an emergency push button. 
The microphone allows two way conversation between the person at the central station and the 
person next to the iSAON unit. Unlike other systems, the iSAON system uses RS-485, a robust 
industrial network that has a bus architecture and that can use fire rated cables. The cost of cabling 
of this system is similar to the cost of a fire detection system. 

The goal of SysNova is to offer to the public a system that is for the first time in the price range of 
an ordinary smoke detection system. The cost per node is low enough for the customer to protect  
an entire building. And since the evacuation and mass notification function is a natural extension of 
the gunshot detection, SysNova believes, that the two functions should be combined in one unit or 
at least on the same network. Also, by combining the mass notification function (speaker), the 
interactive communication (microphone) and gunshot detection  function in one unit or on the same 
network,  two third of the cabling cost is saved.

The Uniqueness of SysNova's Approach of Gunshot Detection
Unlike other systems, iSOAN does not rely on the decision of a single unit, but on the information 
of the entire system. It's like swarm intelligence. Gunshots are in majority sounds that can be heard 
in a large area and the correlation of all these sounds is one of the keys to the powerful 
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discrimination between gunshots and other similar sounds.
It is not sufficient to detect only the (high) sound pressure level of the noise since many “natural” 
sources also generate loud signals. A few examples are given here:

Passenger car at a distance of 10m 80dB
Jack hammer at 1 m 100dB
Chainsaw at 1m 110dB
Jet Engine at 100m 110-140dB
Trumpet 0.5m 130 dB
Loudest human voice 1 inch 135 dB

Examples of firearms sound pressure level at a distance of about 1m or closer to the ear of the 
shooter.

.22 caliber rifle 130dB

.223, 55GR. Commercial load 18" barrel 155.5dB 

.243 in 22" barrel 155.9dB 

.30-30 in 20" barrel 156.0dB. 
7mm Magnum in 20" barrel 157.5dB. 
.308 in 24" barrel 156.2dB.
.30-06 in 24" barrel 158.5dB. In 18" barrel 163.2dB. 
.375 18" barrel with muzzle brake 170 dB. 
.410 Bore 28" barrel 150dB. 26" barrel 150.25dB. 
18" barrel 156.30dB. 
20 Gauge 28" barrel 152.50dB. 22" barrel 154.75dB. 
12 Gauge 28" barrel 151.50dB. 26" barrel 156.10dB. 18" barrel 161.50dB. 
.25 ACP 155.0 dB. 
.32 LONG 152.4 dB. 
.32 ACP 153.5 dB. 
.380 157.7 dB. 
9mm 159.8 dB. 
.38 S&W  153.5 dB. 
.38 Spl 156.3 dB. 
.357 Magnum 164.3 dB. 
.41 Magnum 163.2 dB. 
.44 Spl 155.9 dB. 
.45 ACP 157.0 dB. 
.45 COLT 154.7 dB.

Gun silencers reduce the sound pressure level by about 30 dB.

In an open field, the sound pressure decreases like 1/d  (d = distance). A .22 caliber rifle with a 
sound pressure level of 130dB at 1 m would have only one tenth of the power at 10 m or 20 dB less 
(110 dB), which is not that much higher then natural sounds. In a closed space the attenuation of the
sound as a function of the distance is much smaller than in an open field and the sound also lasts 
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longer because of the multiple reflections on the wall.

Walls and doors reduce the sound pressure of a gunshot typically by 20-40dB.

The easiest way to achieve a fairly reliable gunshot detection would be to set the threshold of the 
acoustic detectors to about 110 dB and to accept any impulsive signal (signals with a sharp peak) 
above that threshold. But this would require a detector in every room of a building which might be 
too expensive or people might not accept audio detectors in their private rooms. For these reasons 
the gunshot detectors must also be able to detect gunshot sounds through walls and doors and this 
requires much lower thresholds than if the detector was directly exposed to the gunshot.

To achieve a low false alarm rate, the analysis of the waveform in time domain alone is not 
sufficient. Indeed,  many events can generate sounds that look similar to a gunshot sound. Hitting 
the enclosure of the gun short detector with  an object may generate an intense impulsive sound, 
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Figure 2: Time dependent frequency spectrum of a gunshot sound

Figure 1: Signal of a typical gunshot
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clapping with hands, explosion of a balloon or malicious imitation with voice could easily cause 
false alarm. And again, since a reliable detection even through walls and doors is requested, the 
detector must be able to recognize a gunshot at a low volume and still reject a louder balloon 
explosion.

A valuable information is found in the time dependent frequency spectrum of the sound.  Many 
impulsive sound signals look similar in the time domain, but different in the frequency domain. 
Figure 1 shows the time signal of a gunshot, Figure 3 the time signal of some glass breaking. You 
can see the similarity between the two signals. Both signal have a sharp transition and fade out over 
time. However the frequency spectrum has noticeable differences (Figure 2 and 4) and a human 
“detector” could easily recognize a gunshot from glass breaking just by looking at the spectrum.

It is obvious that such an in-depth analysis requires a lot of processing power. 

The iSAON processor is a high performance/low power part that can process 2 audio streams from 
two microphones. It analyzes up to 20 characteristics of the time signal and of the time dependent 
spectrum. When a possible event is detected the results are sent over the network to the host which 
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Figure 3: Glass Breaking signal

Figure 4: Time dependent frequency spectrum of glass breaking sound
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compares the results with the results from other sensors and takes a decision based on all  
information. This is the concept for which we use the term “swarm intelligence”.

SysNova's Expertise in the Domain
Gunshot detection is a new product in SysNova's portfolio. However SysNova has a long 
experience in the domain of audio-mass-notification systems, emergency stations, area of refuge 
systems, large networks based on IP and RS-485 protocols and central monitoring. The gunshot 
detection function is “only” an extension to several products that are built today by SysNova and 
deployed by the installation companies working with SysNova. Several campuses in USA use 
SysNova's mass notification system and some of the systems are used even on U.S. Army bases. 
SysNova knows the “challenges” of the installation of these complex and large systems and knows 
how to minimize the risk both for the customer and for SysNova.

System Architecture
The heart of the system is the central monitoring station which is a regular PC running Windows 10.
The application receives and handles the events coming from all devices in the building. The PC 
needs a 100Mbit Ethernet port, a microphone and a speaker. No permanent presence of an operator 
is necessary, the PC will emit a sound to alert the people in the office when an event is received. 
The central monitoring station is connected to one or several master stations on an IP-network. 
These master stations could be located for example on each floor and they have on one side an 
Ethernet interface and on the other side a RS-485 port. A RS-485 bus is then going to all the iSAON
units on a floor. The master stations also have a microphone (and a speaker) and can be used for 
local paging in the case the main station (PC) was not operational.

System Operation
The iSOAN system is operated just like a fire safety system. It monitors all the areas where the 
units are installed, and when a sound is recognized as a gunshot, the PC will generate an alert. The 
operator can now listen to the recorded sound (about 2 seconds) and then judge whether the sound 
must be considered as a real gunshot sound or something else. The operator has also the ability to 
listen in a live mode to the location where the sound was recorded and also to talk to the people in 
this location through the speaker of the iSOAN unit. Another possibility is to trigger a lock-down 
which can be released if the alarm proves to be a false alarm.
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The iSOAN Unit

The iSOAN unit is offered in several packages. One package is based on a deep 7 inch square back-
box (a 3d print of the box is shown on the picture) and has an acrylic glass cover where the speaker,
microphones and the electronics are mounted. The picture shows the unit with the 4 Watt speaker. If
the speaker is not requested, smaller packages can be used.  A 4-wire cable is used for the cabling 
and each unit has an “in” and “out” connector. 

Another package is a 7 inch custom made box which is easier to install.
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Figure 5: iSOAN unit without emergency push button
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The area station version has a lit push-button, 2 leds indicating the progress of the emergency call, a
microphone and speaker for 2 way audio. The call can also be routed to a central monitoring station 
with the help of a network dialer. A person at the central monitoring station can then talk to the 
occupants in a building over the phone and the network. 

A more luxury version has a hinge and is also slightly larger allowing additional devices to be 
mounted in the box.

The big advantage over other analog area of rescue systems is the digital transmission of the audio, 
which guaranties a crystal clear sound even over long distances. The daisy-chain network based on 
RS-485 allows a big saving in cabling cost, since the units don't need to be home run. All units are 
supervised and if requested can be networked with fire rated cables. In case of a fire, the occupants 
can still use the area of rescue station when other system have stopped working because of the melt 
down of the cables.
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Figure 6: iSOAN Area of rescue station
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Fserver, the Central Monitoring Program
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Figure 7: FServer User Interface. All received events are listed in a form and are 
stored to history when the operator acknowledges them. The application may also 
give predefined instructions to the operator.
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Map Viewer
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Figure 8: Map Viewer. When a gunshot happens, the operator can  open a AutoCad
drawing showing the location of the gunshot.
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Control 
The app which allows you to see your system, to control devices and to do selective speech.

How Installations are handled
To be clear, SysNova does not do installations. SysNova only supplies products and training to 
installers (who usually already have a relationship with the end customer). This brochure is 
therefore intended to both end-customer and installation companies. As an end-customer you can 
contact us or also your installation company (for example the installation company that maintains 
the fire alarm system) and ask them to get more information about this system.
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Figure 9: Control program: example of a customer configuration. The 
operator can click on a symbol and page to one or several speakers.
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Contact
Please contact us at
bernhard.piller@sysnova.ch
or
info@sysnova.ch

SysNova AG
Bernhard Piller
Senior Engineer, PhD.
Herweg 24
CH-8708 Maennedorf
Switzerland
phone: +41 44 920 7059
www.sysnova.ch

About the author:

Dr. Bernhard Piller holds a Master degree and a 
phD in Physics at Ecole polytechnique fédérale 
de Lausanne and Paris and a MBA at the 
University of St. Gallen, Switzerland.
One of his hobbies is motor-cycle driving, as can
be seen on the picture on the left taken in Death 
Valley, July 2017.

This document can be found as a pdf-file on the web site of www.sysnova.ch
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